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ABSTRACT: The spinach family of RNA aptamers are RNA
mimics of green fluorescent protein (GFP) that have previously
been designed to address the challenges of imaging RNA inside
living cells. However, relatively low levels of free intracellular
magnesium limited the practical use of these aptamers. Recent
cell-based selections identified the broccoli RNA aptamer, which
requires less magnesium for fluorescence, but the basis for
magnesium preference remained unclear. Here, we find that the
broccoli RNA structure is very similar to that of baby spinach, a
truncated version of the spinach aptamer. Differences in stability
and metal ion preferences between these two aptamers, and
among broccoli mutants, are primarily associated with the
sequence and structure of predicted quadruplex-flanking stem structures. Mutation of purine−purine pairs in broccoli at the
terminal stem−quadruplex transition caused reversion of broccoli to a higher magnesium dependence. Unique duplex-to-
quadruplex transitions in GFP-mimic RNAs likely explain their sensitivity to magnesium for stability and fluorescence. Thus,
optimizations designed to improve aptamers should take into consideration the role of metal ions in stabilizing the transitions
and interactions between independently folding RNA structural motifs.

RNAs known as aptamers can be systematically evolved and
selected to bind small molecules with high affinity and

specificity.1,2 Aptamers that bind fluorescent molecules can be
used for visualizing RNA in synthetic biology applications,
metabolite sensing, or monitoring dynamics inside living
cells.3−8 The unique three-dimensional structure of an aptamer
confers its specificity and affinity for ligands, while positive
counterions neutralize the negatively charged phosphate
backbone to facilitate folding and stability.9,10 Specific metal
ions, such as magnesium and potassium, often bridge tertiary
structures via hydrogen bonding networks and site-specific
binding.10−12 Thus, understanding the structure, stability, and
metal ion interactions of aptamers promises to offer critical
insight into their activity and design.
Fluorescent RNA aptamers have faced a number of

challenges to their practical use as molecular tags for imaging
RNA inside of cells. Early generation aptamers suffered from
high background fluorescence and toxicity inside of cells, as well
as low quantum yields.13,14 More recently, RNA aptamers were
selected to bind and activate fluorescence of chemically
modified versions of HBI [(Z)-4-(4-hydroxybenzylidene)-1,2-
dimethyl-1H-imidazol-5(4H)-one], the fluorophore that is
generated within green fluorescent protein (GFP).15 From
these in vitro selections, the “spinach” RNA aptamer was
identified, which fluoresces green similar to GFP. Additional

versions of spinach, such as spinach2 (higher thermal stability)
and baby spinach (minimal size), have been subsequently
developed.7,16 Diverse HBI fluorophore versions have also been
reported, such as DFHBI-1T [(Z)-4-(3,5-difluoro-4-hydrox-
ybenzylidene)-2-methyl-1-(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl)-1H-imidazol-
5(4H)-one)] (Figure 1A), which shifts the excitation and
emission spectrum to better match that of GFP.17 Despite low
cellular toxicity, reduced background fluorescence, and
relatively high quantum yields, a requirement for non-
physiological levels of magnesium has complicated the use of
spinach aptamers inside of cells.
To overcome magnesium requirements and low thermody-

namic stability, new selections were developed using cell-based
selection and directed evolution.18 These selections resulted in
“broccoli,” an RNA aptamer that binds DFHBI-1T, possesses
greater thermal stability in the presence of reduced magnesium,
and is only 49 nucleotides, approximately the size of baby
spinach. Our interest in using broccoli as a fluorescent tag for
imaging RNA in living cells prompted us to investigate its
structure and function. We reasoned that broccoli RNA
structure was similar to that of the spinach RNA aptamers
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Figure 1. Sequence and structural comparisons support a strong similarity between baby spinach and broccoli RNA aptamers. (A) Structure of
DFHBI-1T, the small molecule that is bound and fluorescently activated by baby spinach and broccoli aptamers. (B) Sequence alignment of broccoli
and baby spinach RNAs. The consensus sequence is shown, and secondary structure alignment predicted from the spinach aptamer structure16 (PDB
ID: 4TS2) is indicated below. (C,D) Lead cleavage mapping of baby spinach and broccoli RNA structures. The sequence is shown to the left and
labeled with structural alignment from the spinach aptamer structure16 as well as nucleotide numbering. Lead cleavage mapping is shown, and the
treatments for each lane are indicated above the gel. Bands on the gel that correspond to nucleotides in the sequence (shown to the left) are boxed.
An asterisk indicates the base where magnesium ion binding is implicated. GQ, G-quadruplex; T1, T1 RNase cleavage ladder; −OH, alkaline
hydrolysis ladder; NT, no treatment; Pb2+, addition of lead acetate. (E) Uridine U61 of spinach (blue), which corresponds to U32 of baby
spinach,16 is hydrogen-bonded to a water molecule coordinated by a magnesium ion (green), which also stabilizes DFHBI-1T (yellow) binding. (F)
A fragment of the spinach RNA aptamer crystal structure16 is shown that corresponds to the shared consensus sequence with baby spinach.
Nucleotides that are identical between baby spinach and broccoli are shown in blue, whereas the few nucleotides that are different are shown in
orange. A9, the only base found within the consensus quadruplex that differs between baby spinach and broccoli, is indicated. DFHBI-1T is shown in
yellow. Potassium ions are shown as magenta spheres and coordinated magnesium ion as a green sphere.
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and in particular that it contains a G-quadruplex, considering
that (1) it was selected using essentially the same fluorophore
molecule that spinach activates, (2) spinach contains a G-
quadruplex structure that binds DFHBI, (3) another
fluorescent RNA aptamer that binds an HBI derivative was
shown to have nuclear magnetic resonance chemical shifts
indicative of G-quadruplexes, (4) a dependence for potassium
ions was previously reported for spinach RNA fluorescence, and
(5) broccoli contains a disproportionately high guanine to
cytosine nucleotide ratio of 2:1.16,18,19 In addition, simple
alignment of the broccoli sequence with baby spinach sequence
revealed high similarity (Figure 1B). Using the crystal structure
of spinach as a guide,16 the nucleotides that form its quadruplex
core are nearly a perfect consensus between baby spinach and
broccoli, with only a single A to U conversion at one position.
Thus, we hypothesized that differences between broccoli and
baby spinach fluorescence, magnesium preference, and stability
likely arise from structural differences outside a quadruplex
core.
To experimentally probe the structure of baby spinach and

broccoli, we performed limited cleavage with lead acetate.20

Lead is a divalent metal ion that accelerates phosphodiester
bond cleavage. Cleavage correlates with regions of flexibility
and accessibility within an RNA structure.21,22 Both baby
spinach and broccoli RNAs were refolded in the absence or
presence of DFHBI-1T and either cesium chloride or
potassium chloride. Potassium is known to stabilize G-

quadruplexes by specific binding while cesium does not. We
found no significant differences in the lead cleavage pattern of
baby spinach or broccoli across these conditions (Figure 1C,D).
However, overall lead cleavage patterns appeared quite similar
between baby spinach and broccoli. These results suggest that
large structural changes do not occur in the presence of
potassium or DFHBI-1T and that baby spinach and broccoli
possess similar structures.
Lead acetate is known to cause very strong phosphodiester

bond cleavage at divalent metal ion binding sites within RNA
structures,21−23 thus acting as a specific probe for metal ion
coordination. In agreement with this phenomenon, we
observed excessive cleavage at the 3′ phosphodiester bond of
uridine 32 (U32) in baby spinach, which corresponds to the
same uridine in the spinach crystal structure that makes direct
polar contact with a magnesium-coordinated water molecule via
its 2′ hydroxyl (Figure 1E). This magnesium ion binds tightly
and also helps stabilize the binding of DFHBI through polar
contacts.16 U31 of broccoli, which corresponds to U32 in baby
spinach based on sequence alignment, also underwent very high
levels of cleavage, suggesting that the same magnesium-
dependent structure for binding DFHBI is also formed in the
broccoli aptamer. Lead-induced cleavage was lower for U31 of
broccoli, suggesting a less dynamic and more stable structure
for broccoli around this nucleotide. By identifying the
consensus sequence of spinach, baby spinach, and broccoli,
we extrapolated the majority of the baby spinach aptamer

Figure 2. Metal-ion-dependent fluorescence and mutagenesis suggest the presence of a G-quadruplex and stem structures within broccoli RNA.
Fluorescence emission is plotted for baby spinach (A) and broccoli (B) RNA aptamers in buffered solution containing DFHBI-1T and the indicated
salts. (C) Example data for broccoli RNA using a transcription-based mutagenesis screen. T7 promoter DNA sequence is fused upstream of the
broccoli sequence and used for in vitro transcription reactions containing the DFHBI-1T fluorophore. Initial fluorescence (F0) and maximum
fluorescence (Fmax) are taken to approximate the relative folding and fluorescence activity of broccoli RNA concurrently with RNA synthesis. (D)
Fluorescence results from systematic mutagenesis of broccoli RNA. Every nucleotide was individually substituted with one of three other nucleotides
and fluorescence activity measured. Normalized activity of control broccoli RNA fluorescence is indicated by a dashed light gray line. Only Fmax is
plotted. Broccoli RNA sequence and nucleotide numbering are indicated below. Putative structures are indicated below and based upon the spinach
crystal structure16 and sequence alignment between broccoli and baby spinach. Mutant broccoli RNA reactions chosen for subsequent gel analysis
(inset) by denaturing gel electrophoresis are indicated by circled numbers. Error bars are standard deviation from three separate analyses.
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structure from the spinach crystal structure, except for part of
the internal stem loop which is not present in the spinach
crystal.16,19 Overlaying the consensus and variable nucleotides
of broccoli and baby spinach onto our extrapolated structure
revealed where the differences between baby spinach and
broccoli would likely lie within a structural context (Figure 1F).
The only nucleotide that differed within the quadruplex core
was A9 of baby spinach, corresponding to U8 of broccoli.
Interestingly, A9 is extruded out of the spinach quadruplex
core, is variable (replaced by a uridine in broccoli), and showed
relatively strong lead-induced cleavage for broccoli. The
accessibility to cleavage of U8 is in agreement with a predicted
position on the periphery of the quadruplex core. Aside from
A9/U8, all other variable nucleotides were in putative stem or
stem-loop structures outside of the quadruplex-forming
sequence. Together, these results indicate that broccoli and
baby spinach are likely to possess very similar structures,
including nearly identical quadruplex cores, and suggest that
functional differences arise from quadruplex-flanking stem
structures.
G-quadruplex structural stability is significantly enhanced in

the presence of alkali metal ions, specifically potassium.12 To
further support the presence of a quadruplex structure in
broccoli RNA and investigate the metal ion preferences of baby
spinach and broccoli, we measured fluorescence activation of
DFHBI-1T by each aptamer in the presence of 10 mM MgCl2
or 50 mM of an alkali metal salt series: potassium (K+),
rubidium (Rb+), sodium (Na+), cesium (Cs+), or lithium (Li+)
chloride. As controls, we used magnesium chloride alone and
also tested the malachite green aptamer, which does not possess
a quadruplex structure,24 in the same salts and with its
respective malachite green dye. Baby spinach showed strong
fluorescence emission in the presence of K+ ions but had a > 2-
fold reduction in peak fluorescence with Rb+ ions (Figure 2A).
Virtually no fluorescence emission was observed in other salts.
Broccoli fluorescence emission was higher than that of baby
spinach in the presence of K+ while Rb+ also supported
fluorescence quite well (Figure 2B). Sodium ions were also able
to provide some degree of fluorescence emission, albeit at ∼1/3
that of K+ ions. Cesium, lithium, and magnesium alone
supported little or no fluorescence of broccoli. Malachite green
aptamer exhibited similar fluorescence emission spectra
irrespective of the metal ions tested (Figure S1A). We
performed titrations of KCl, NaCl, and LiCl and plotted the
peak emission wavelength (507 nm) against salt concentration
(Figure S1B,C). Baby spinach was found to respond to KCl
with a 50% maximum fluorescence emission at about 10 mM
(Figure S1B). However, no significant emission was detected in
LiCl or NaCl up to 100 mM. In contrast, broccoli was nearly 2-
fold more efficient in using K+ ions with a KCl concentration of
approximately 6 mM being sufficient to provide 50% maximum
fluorescence emission (Figure S1C). Broccoli can also use
sodium ions, but the concentration required for 50% maximum
fluorescence was calculated to be over 200 mM.
G-quadruplexes uniquely coordinate potassium ions between

stacked planar layers of guanine bases, which are formed by a
combination of Watson−Crick and Hoogsteen base inter-
actions.25 Other ions of similar size and charge, such as
rubidium and sodium, can sometimes also support quadruplex
structure to a lesser extent.12 In contrast, canonical Watson−
Crick duplex structures usually have little preference for metal
ion, which primarily act to neutralize negative phosphate
backbone repulsions.9,26 Likewise, cesium and lithium ions can

sufficiently stabilize canonical nucleic acid helices by phosphate
neutralization but do not stabilize G-quadruplexes very
well.12,27−29 Therefore, our results with various metal ions
suggest that broccoli RNA possesses a G-quadruplex structure.
The ability to activate fluorescence with sodium, however,
demonstrates that broccoli’s quadruplex is distinct from that of
baby spinach. Because the predicted quadruplex-forming
sequence is virtually unchanged between these two aptamers,
flanking stem structures most likely influence alkali metal
preferences by altering the local stability around the
quadruplex.
To further correlate structure with function for the broccoli

RNA aptamer and map critical nucleotides, we designed a
systematic mutagenesis screen. DNA oligonucleotides contain-
ing a double-stranded T7 promoter sequence followed by
single-stranded broccoli aptamer sequence were synthesized.
This DNA template configuration is known to support efficient
in vitro transcription by bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase.30

Every nucleotide position in the broccoli sequence was then
systematically substituted with one of the three other
nucleotide residues, generating almost 150 site-specific broccoli
mutants. Rather than synthesize, purify, and test each broccoli
mutant individually, we directly detected broccoli mutant
fluorescence in real-time by including DFHBI-1T in tran-
scription reactions and reading fluorescence over time in a
quantitative PCR (qPCR) instrument.31 This screening
approach provided time-resolved readout of broccoli RNA
mutant fluorescence as RNA molecules were synthesized
(Figure 2C). Fluorescence can be directly correlated to
broccoli RNA concentration by fitting relative fluorescence
units to a standard curve (Figure S2A). The initial fluorescence
from 4 to 8 min (F0) and the maximum fluorescence values
(Fmax) observed over the course of the reaction were used to
analyze the effect of each mutant on broccoli fluorescence
activity. F0 can be used as an approximate indicator of relative
RNA folding, with presumably the fastest folding aptamers
producing the greatest initial fluorescence. Once transcription
has completed, broccoli RNA molecules with the greatest
activation of fluorescence should provide the greatest Fmax
values, whereas those with substitutions at critical nucleotides
would show reduced fluorescence.
Using this mutagenesis strategy, we screened all broccoli

point mutants (Figure 2D). Aligning Fmax values for all mutants
together revealed several key features of broccoli RNA
structure−function requirements. The initial discovery of
broccoli suggested formation of a terminal stem and an internal
stem loop structure but did not predict a quadruplex core nor
how it would fold.18 Our mutagenesis also supports the
presence of the predicted stem structures. The first and last four
nucleotides of broccoli could not be substituted successfully
unless G:U wobble pairs were introduced (at positions 2, 4, 46,
and 47), which then seemed to support a moderate degree of
fluorescence. Positions 4 and 46 in particular responded well to
mutation to a uridine, which would introduce a G:U or A-U
pair, respectively, instead of an A:G purine−purine mismatch,
to presumably stabilize the predicted terminal stem. The
predicted internal stem also permitted moderate activity with
similar mutations that converted A-U pairs to G:U pairs (at
positions 16, 18, and 26), suggesting the presence of a
Watson−Crick duplex. Near the center of the internal stem is a
predicted loop with a consensus UUCG sequence shared
between baby spinach and broccoli. Interestingly, UUCG is
known to be a stabilizing sequence for loops,32,33 which likely
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explains its selection in the spinach aptamers.15,16,18 However,
this loop sequence was readily mutated while maintaining
fluorescence that was similar to or better than regular broccoli.
A recent systematic mutagenesis of spinach aptamer also found
that mutation of the UUCG loop led to modulation of
fluorescence and aptamer stability.34 These results further
support the formation of an internal stem loop.
Between the putative helical stem regions, numerous guanine

residues exist that cannot be substituted without abolishing
activity. These invariant guanine nucleotides suggest a direct
role in quadruplex formation since no clear base-pairing
interactions to cytosine or uridine nucleotides are apparent.
Interspersed between invariant guanines, especially at the 3′
end, are several other residues that can be readily exchanged for
other bases without suffering a severe loss of fluorescence.
These residues may represent nucleotides bulged out of the
quadruplex structure or otherwise involved in less critical
hydrogen bonding or base stacking. These include nucleotides
at positions 8, 32, 37, 39, 41, and 43. Based on the crystal
structure of spinach and consensus sequence comparisons, all
of these nucleotides except position 43 are extruded to the
periphery of the quadruplex core and would be predicted to be
less critical for quadruplex formation.16,19 Certain mutations at
some of these positions instead increased fluorescence activity,
possibly due to improved stability through stacking or
minimization of entropically costly solvent interactions.
Our mutagenesis screen also identified several mutants with

substantially higher Fmax values than the parent broccoli RNA.

Arbitrary selection of 10 RNA transcription reactions from our
mutagenesis screen followed by resolution on a denaturing
polyacrylamide gel (Figure 2D) revealed similar levels of total
RNA with no correlation to fluorescence activity, demonstrat-
ing that changes in fluorescence were not an artifact of different
transcription efficiencies. Most of the enhanced fluorescence
mutants were centered at the loop region of the putative stem
loop. To investigate the general importance of the putative
stem loop, we shortened the stem, deleted the loop, or deleted
the entire stem loop (Figure S2B). All stem loop deletions
significantly impaired or abolished fluorescence activity. Thus,
broccoli fluorescence is very sensitive to changes in this stem
loop region, in agreement with our site-specific mutations as
well as previous mutagenesis by Filonov and co-workers.18

These results indicate that the putative internal stem loop
indeed plays an important role in mediating fluorophore
activation.
On the basis of our initial mutagenesis, we generated a

variety of combination mutants to further interrogate broccoli
RNA structure and fluorescence. In our second round of
mutagenesis, we combined several mutants, mostly in pairs
(Figure S2C). Mutant names are simply listed as the position
and the new nucleotide substituted at that position. Several
mutations which seemed to enhance fluorescence were found
to be incompatible with one another. These included
combinatorial mutants containing 4U with 5G, 4U with 46U,
and 43A with 46U, which presumably perturbed terminal stem
formation or the transition from a duplex to quadruplex

Figure 3. Sequence and structural variations in predicted quadruplex-flanking stem structures of broccoli RNA affect fluorescence, stability and
magnesium-dependence. (A) Fluorescence activation of DFHBI-1T during in vitro transcription of broccoli mutants, referred to as Broc1 through
Broc6. Normalized activity of control broccoli RNA fluorescence is indicated by a dashed gray line. Error is standard deviation. (B) Temperature-
dependent fluorescence, defined as the temperature at 50% fluorescence activity, for Broc mutants. bspinach is baby spinach. Error bars are standard
deviation. (C) Thermal denaturation of Broc mutants monitored by UV absorbance at 260 nm. Average melting temperature (Tm) values of the low
or high temperature melt transitions are indicated. (D) Fluorescence of baby spinach (bspinach), broccoli, and Broc mutants during titration of
MgCl2. Peak emission (507 nm) is plotted against MgCl2 concentration. C5G/G46U is a mutant of broccoli with sequence changes at base positions
5 and 46. Error bars are standard deviation. (E) Secondary structure illustrations of the terminal stem-to-quadruplex transitions of baby spinach,
broccoli, and the C5G/G46U mutant. (F) Thermal denaturation of broccoli in buffered solutions with the indicated salts as monitored by UV
absorbance at 260 nm.
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structure when combined. Most combination mutants were
designed to test compatibility of fluorescence-enhancing
activity and revealed activity similar to or better than that of
regular broccoli. The highest fluorescing mutants were again
centered around the loop of the predicted internal stem loop. A
third round of combinatorial mutagenesis identified several
mutants with consistently higher fluorescence activity than
regular broccoli (Figure S2D).
We selected four mutants and designed two new mutants to

understand the basis of the apparent enhanced fluorescence.
These six RNAs were named Broc1, Broc2, Broc3, Broc4,
Broc5, and Broc6 (Figure S2E). The broccoli mutants exhibited
2−4-fold increases in F0 or Fmax during in vitro transcription in
the presence of DFHBI-1T (Figure 3A). Thermal stability was
considered a key limiting factor in the performance of the
original spinach aptamer, which spurred mutagenesis to create
spinach2.7 To determine if thermal stability played a role in the
enhanced fluorescence of our six selected broccoli mutants, we
purified these RNAs and monitored fluorescence as temper-
ature was increased. Taking the first derivative of the decrease
in fluorescence, we estimated fluorescence-based melting
temperature (Tm) values (Figure 3B). Baby spinach Tm was
44.5 °C, and broccoli Tm was approximately 47 °C, whereas
Broc1−6 mutants ranged from 51 to 53 °C. Thus, all six Broc
mutants exhibited a 4−6 °C increase in fluorescence-based
thermal stability, which would be expected to improve
fluorescence activity.
To obtain a closer look at thermal stability and RNA folding,

we performed UV-monitored thermal denaturation studies with
all six purified mutants in comparison to baby spinach and
broccoli (Figure 3C). Three key points can be drawn from UV
melt analyses. First, biphasic melt curves were observed to
varying degrees for all aptamers. These results suggest at least a
two-state folding model consistent with baby spinach and
broccoli aptamers being composed of two relatively independ-
ent folding structures, which would include the predicted
quadruplex and helical stem structures. Second, these aptamers
displayed large variations in cooperative melting for the two
structural states, indicating differences in the folding of the
individual structures as well as the entire RNA. For example,
Broc2 seems to fold the lower Tm structure with a more
cooperative transition than the higher Tm structure. In contrast,
Broc5 has the opposite profile where the higher Tm structure
folds more cooperatively. Third, despite substantial changes in
overall cooperativity of folding, the high and low Tm values
calculated for all RNAs were similar, with ranges of ±3.1 °C at
the lower Tm (59.4 °C average) and ±1.7 °C at the higher Tm
(83.0 °C average; Figure S3A). These results suggest that the
global structures of baby spinach, broccoli, and the Broc
mutants are similar, which support out initial lead cleavage data,
but that individually folding units with similar stabilities but
different folding interactions exist. Melt profiles that are
relatively linear, such as for regular broccoli, suggest a well-
formed global structure with putative stem-to-quadruplex
structures that fold and melt together. These thermal
denaturation studies indicate that small but significant changes
in the folding and stability of Broc1−6 may be associated with
their apparent enhanced fluorescence.
To determine if metal ion preferences correlated with

broccoli mutant fluorescence, we collected emission spectra in
50 mM of three different alkali metal ions, sodium (NaCl),
rubidium (RbCl), or potassium (KCl). Fold change in
fluorescence at the peak emission (507 nm) was plotted for

each mutant in each salt condition (Figure S3B). Each mutant
seemed to have similar fold increases in fluorescence when in
the presence of potassium, and all were similar to or modestly
better than broccoli. Broc2 and Broc3 were consistently similar
to or better than broccoli for all metal ions tested.
Large enhancements in broccoli fluorescence from our

mutagenesis screen were puzzling because broccoli was
previously reported to be very efficient at fluorescence
activation.18 To rationalize our results, we considered that
conditions in our transcription-based mutagenesis screen may
be influencing fluorescence. Indeed, in vitro transcription
reactions contained 40 mM MgCl2, which would make it
difficult to distinguish aptamer mutants with a magnesium
dependence. A recent systematic mutagenesis to search for
optimized spinach aptamers for in vitro applications also found
enhanced aptamers in transcription reactions containing ∼20
mM MgCl2.

35 However, the dependence of magnesium on
aptamer function was not addressed. We considered that our
mutagenesis screen results might help determine the basis for
magnesium dependence among certain spinach family
aptamers. We performed titrations of MgCl2 with baby spinach,
broccoli, and our six select Broc mutants (Figure 3D). We
found a greater than 10-fold increase in fluorescence for baby
spinach in the presence of high magnesium, while broccoli
fluorescence increased less than 4-fold.
Among the Broc mutants, only Broc2 and Broc3 retained a

low magnesium requirement like broccoli. Mutants Broc1,
Broc4, Broc5, and Broc6 all exhibited a significant dependence
on magnesium, similar to or greater than baby spinach. Upon
inspection of the six Broc mutant sequences, we found that
only Broc2 and Broc3 did not have a C5G and G46U mutation.
When these two specific mutations were incorporated into
parent broccoli to make a C5G/G46U mutant, magnesium-
dependent fluorescence increased to over 10-fold mimicking
the magnesium-dependence of baby spinach. This particular
mutant had been screened during our combinatorial rounds of
mutagenesis, and it showed increased fluorescence over
broccoli (Figure S2C). In our initial screen, position C5 of
broccoli could be converted to any base and still retained
activity (Figure 2D). The proposed terminal stem of baby
spinach and broccoli, based on the spinach crystal structure,
shows noncanonical purine−purine pairs that are immediately
adjacent to the quadruplex core (Figure 3E). These nucleotides
and their pairing appear to directly influence magnesium
binding or counterion effects and are likely to play a role in the
stability of the stem-to-quadruplex transition. ispinach, a
version of spinach recently optimized for in vitro applications,
also retained these purine−purine pairs.35 Thus, enhanced
fluorescence of many of our mutants, in particular Broc1, -4, -5,
and -6, could be relegated in part to a reliance on high
magnesium for fluorescence. Importantly, all of the mutations
for our six select Broc mutants were outside of the quadruplex
region except for the A37U mutation, which is predicted to be
extruded out of the quadruplex forming core based on our
sequence and structural comparisons with spinach and baby
spinach.
In support of magnesium-dependent stabilization of stem-to-

quadruplex transitions, we performed UV thermal denaturation
of broccoli in increasing magnesium or potassium concen-
trations. Tm values for both folding transitions increased as
magnesium increased from 10 μM to 1 mM and the
cooperativity of each transition became less pronounced.
These results suggest that stem and quadruplex structures
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fold independently without substantial magnesium, but in the
presence of 1 mM magnesium their folding is more uniform,
acting more like a single structure. Melting of broccoli in a
constant 1 mM MgCl2 but increasing KCl from 0.5 or 5 mM up
to 50 mM revealed a change in the folding cooperativity of the
more stable structure. In low KCl, the lower Tm structure did
not change significantly, but a Tm value for the more stable
structure could not be determined due to the lack of a clear
transition. These results suggest that magnesium has a global
effect on broccoli, most likely altering local stability and folding
to improve transitions from stem to quadruplex structures. On
the basis of these KCl-dependent effects, the more stable
structure with a higher Tm value may correspond to a
quadruplex while the less stable (lower Tm) structure may
correspond to predicted stem structures.
Broccoli aptamers with mutations in quadruplex-flanking

regions might translate to brighter or more stable fluorescence
inside of cells. We cloned broccoli and the six select Broc
mutants into bacterial expression vectors. Broccoli sequences
were flanked by a T7 promoter and a T7 terminator without a
scaffold sequence (ie, no tRNA scaffold) and transformed into
Rosetta (DE3) E. coli cells. After induction of broccoli RNA
expression, cells were incubated with DFHBI-1T and
fluorescence measured. Compared to broccoli, Broc3 had the
highest fluorescence by about 1.6 fold (Figure S3D).
Comparing broccoli and Broc3 binding affinity to DFHBI-1T
did not reveal any significant differences in the calculated Kd
values (Figure S3E). On the basis of the small increase in
potassium utilization, a Tm increase of a few degrees, similar
magnesium dependence, and similar DFHBI-1T binding
affinity, the modest improvement of Broc3 fluorescence over
broccoli in E. coli seems reasonable. However, a direct
correlation between in vivo and in vitro fluorescence for the
tested Broc mutants was not clear, indicating that multiple
factors contribute to effective fluorescence inside of cells and
highlighting the need to optimize RNA scaffolds for in vivo
applications.36

Effectively developing, optimizing, and using fluorescent
RNA aptamers requires understanding of the principles of RNA
structure that support successful fluorophore binding or
activation. Such studies are expected to eventually contribute
to the development of reliable, multicolored fluorescent RNA
tool kits for molecular and chemical biology applications. Our
results indicate that broccoli is a G-quadruplex-containing RNA
with a structure that is very similar to that of baby spinach and
spinach. Duplex stem structures that flank the central
quadruplex structure alter the stability, metal ion preferences
and fluorescence activity of baby spinach and broccoli. In
particular, the transitions from stem to quadruplex are
proposed to play a significant role in magnesium dependence
of these GFP-mimic RNAs and is an important target for
optimizing their stability and metal ion preferences. The role of
magnesium in stabilizing tertiary RNA structures around
transitions of independently folding units has been recognized
previously, such as for pseudoknots, three-helix junctions, and
tRNA folding.37−39 Magnesium appears to aid in formation of a
more uniform aptamer by improving the cooperativity of
folding between stem and quadruplex structures in broccoli.
Therefore, spinach derivatives likely exhibit diverse require-
ments for magnesium depending on their ability to achieve
sufficiently favorable stem-to-quadruplex transitions. A system-
atic mutagenesis of the first generation spinach aptamer
recently reported that purine−purine pairing at the terminal

stem-to-quadruplex transition had important effects on
thermodynamic stability and fluorescence activity.34 These are
the same purine−purine pairs that we have shown to modulate
magnesium dependence. Analyses of DNA duplex-to-quad-
ruplex transitions have also highlighted the importance of
noncanonical pairing to accommodate stable transitions.40

Thus, designing and optimizing better aptamers, such as
RNA mimics of GFP, should take into consideration the
interactions and transitions between independently folding
structural elements and the role of metal ions in stabilizing
them.

■ METHODS
RNA Synthesis. RNA was synthesized by T7 in vitro transcription

starting with DNA templates purchased from Integrated DNA
Technologies (IDT). Single-stranded DNA templates were annealed
to a T7 promoter oligo (TAATACGACTCACTATA) to generate
double-stranded promoter regions, which support in vitro transcription
by T7 RNA polymerase.30 T7-DNA template and synthesized RNA
sequences for all mutants are listed in Table S1. In vitro transcription
was performed by standard protocols. Briefly, reactions contained
purified T7 RNA polymerase, 30 mM Tris (at pH 7.9), 12.5 mM
NaCl, 40 mM MgCl2, 2% PEG8000, 0.05% Triton-X 100, 2 mM
spermidine, and 2.5 μM T7-DNA template. Afterward, the DNA
template was degraded by the addition of 1 unit of DNase I for every
20 μL of reaction and incubated at 37 °C for 15 min. Reactions were
phenol-chloroform extracted and gel-purified from denaturing
polyacrylamide gels. Purified RNA was quantified by measuring
absorbance at 260 nm and calculated extinction coefficients using
nearest neighbor approximations and Beer’s Law.

RNA Structure Probing by Lead Acetate Cleavage. Lead
cleavage mapping was performed similar to published protocols.20 The
5′ phosphates of 100 pmol of in vitro transcribed baby spinach and
broccoli RNA were removed by treatment with alkaline phosphatase.
Dephosphorylated RNA was radiolabeled with [γ-32P]-ATP and T4
polynucleotide kinase then gel-purified. A total of 60 000 cpm of
radiolabeled RNA (∼2 pmol) was refolded by heating to 95 °C and
cooling to 23 °C in 20 mM Tris (at pH 7.2), 5 mM MgCl2, 0.2%
DMSO, 1 mg mL−1 tRNA, 50 mM CsCl or KCl, and with or without
20 μM DFHBI-1T (Lucerna Technologies). Freshly prepared lead
acetate was then added to a final of 2 mM, and the reaction was
incubated at 23 °C for 20 min before being precipitated by the
addition of 10 vols of 2% LiClO4 in acetone. Alkaline hydrolysis
ladders were prepared by incubation of radiolabeled RNA at 90 °C for
8 min in 20 mM NaHCO3 (pH 10), 1 mM EDTA, and 1 mg mL−1

tRNA then precipitated with 2% LiClO4 in acetone. T1 RNase ladders
were prepared by incubation of radiolabeled RNA with 1 U of T1
RNase at 23 °C for 10 min in 25 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), 150
mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM EDTA, and 1 mg mL−1 tRNA then
precipitated with 2% LiClO4 in acetone. Precipitated reactions were
washed with acetone, boiled in 90% formamide, 1× TBE, then
resolved on a 15% denaturing polyacrylamide sequencing gel. Gels
were dried and exposed to phosphorimager to visualize radioactive
RNA bands.

Fluorescence Spectra, Salt Titrations, and DFHBI-1T Binding
Affinity. Purified RNA was refolded by heating to 95 °C for 3 min
then slow cooling to RT at a rate of approximately 1 °C/min in the
following reaction: 20 mM cacodylate (pH 7.2), 1 mM MgCl2, 0.05%
DMSO, and 5 μM DFHBI-1T. RNA was included at 0.5 μM and XCl
(X = K, Rb, Na, Li, or Cs) at 50 mM. For salt titrations, small volumes
of 2 M salt solutions were added to 400 μL reactions and incubated at
RT for 3 min, then emission spectra were collected. Fluorescence
values were corrected for increased volume of each reaction over the
course of titration. Fold fluorescence change was calculated by dividing
the fluorescence value after each salt addition by the initial value before
the addition of the titrated salt. For determining the binding affinity of
broccoli and Broc3 RNA for DFHBI-1T, increasing concentrations of
each RNA were refolded in the above-noted reaction buffer except
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with 100 nM of DFHBI-1T. Excitation and emission spectra for these
assays were collected on a Horiba Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorometer.
Peak emission at 507 nm was plotted against salt concentration. All
experiments were performed in duplicate or triplicate and curves fit by
nonlinear regression in Prism (Graphpad).
Systematic Broccoli Aptamer Mutagenesis Monitored by

Fluorescence. To perform systematic mutagenesis of broccoli RNA,
we combined in vitro transcription with real time fluorescence readout
using a BioRad CFX96 quantitative PCR machine. This approach was
inspired by a similar technique described by Jaschke and co-workers.31

Single-stranded broccoli mutant T7-DNA templates were purchased
from IDT in 96-well plates normalized to 2 nmol of DNA. These
single DNA strands represented the antisense sequence. To each well,
40 μL of resuspension buffer was added (5 mM Tris, pH 7.0, 0.1 mM
EDTA) and 40 μL of T7 promoter oligo (sense sequence) at 50 μM in
water, for a final of 25 μM template. To ensure efficient annealing of
the T7 promoter oligo, plates were sealed and incubated at 80 °C for
10 min, then slow cooled to RT, spun down, and gently vortexed. For
transcription reactions, 1 μL of each template was spotted into new
96-well plates followed by the addition of 9 μL of ice-cold
transcription reaction mix on ice. The standard transcription reaction
described above was used; however KCl was added to a final of 3 mM
and DFHBI-1T to 60 μM. Reactions also contained 12.5 mM NaCl
from the T7 RNA polymerase storage buffer. To initiate reactions,
plates were placed into a BioRad CFX96 block set at 4 °C. The block
was then cycled to 37 °C and held for 1 h. The plate was read using all
channels (which includes the FAM/SYBR filter) once at 4 °C then
every 1 min and 48 s (reading takes 12 s) at 37 °C such that
fluorescence reading was at 2 min intervals. Data were exported to
Excel for analysis. Maximum fluorescence values over a 1 h time course
were used for comparing mutants. Initial fluorescence, defined as the
change in fluorescence over the change in time from 4 to 8 min, was
also used for comparing mutant performance. Four or more separate
experiments were performed for each screen, and error was calculated
by standard deviation.
Fluorescence-Based Determination of RNA Melting Temper-

ature. To determine temperature dependence of fluorescence,
purified broccoli RNAs at 10 μM were refolded in 20 mM cacodylate
(pH 7.2), 50 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, and 20 μM DFHBI-1T by
heating to 95 °C for 3 min then slow cooling to RT. Reactions were
placed in 96-well plates in a BioRad CFX96 and a typical qPCR melt
analysis was performed. Reactions were heated from 25 to 95 °C at 0.5
°C increments. Reactions were held at each temperature for 30 s
before plate reading. BioRad software on the CFX96 automatically
determined the derivative of the melt curve and autocalculated Tm
values.
Thermal Denaturation of RNA Monitored by UV Absorb-

ance. RNA reactions were prepared as described for fluorescence-
based Tm determination, but only 1 μM RNA and 5 μM DFHBI-1T
were used. Degassed water was used to prepare samples. Data were
collected in a Cary 400 UV/vis spectrophotometer. Reactions were
heated to 95 °C then slow cooled at 1 °C/min. Samples were then
heated and cooled from 25 to 95 °C three times at a ramp rate of 1
°C/min, while UV absorbance was collected every 1 min. Melting
temperatures were determined using Van’t Hoff calculations on up
ramps only (dissociation curves) and error determined by standard
deviation.
Expression and Fluorescence Measurement of Broccoli RNA

in E. coli. Double-stranded DNA sequences encoding broccoli and
broccoli mutants were synthesized by IDT and cloned into a pIDT-
SMART vector (ampicillin resistant) containing a custom multiple
cloning site. The broccoli sequences were inserted 30 bases
downstream from a T7 promoter and 10 bases upstream of a T7
terminator. After sequencing to confirm cloning, plasmids were
transformed into Rosetta (DE3) cells and grown at 37 °C with
shaking. Cultures were measured by absorbance at 600 nm and
normalized to an A600 of 0.5. IPTG was then added to a final of 0.5
mM and DFHBI-1T to a final of 10 μM, and shaking continued at 37
°C for 4 h. Cells were harvested, spun down, and resuspended in 400
μL of PBS and their absorbance at 600 nm checked again and adjusted

to match, then DFHBI-1T was added to 10 μM and incubated on ice
for 30 min. A total of 100 μL of each sample was spotted into four
wells of a black 96-well fluorescence plate. Reactions were then read in
a Promega GloMax plate reader three times using a green fluorescence
filter set. Raw fluorescence was normalized and plotted. Error was
calculated as standard deviation from three independent experiments.
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